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What should I already know?

What does ‘inspire’ mean?
How do Christians, Jews (and maybe another religion you found out about at Lower
School) treat one another and others? How do they live their daily lives?

What will I know by the end of the unit?
Making sense of belief:
● explain beliefs about how inspirational people can bring believers closer to God
● describe examples of texts or quotes which explain what an ideal way of life

might be
● compare different inspiring leaders from different religions

Understand the impact:
● make clear connections between belief about living a good life and the leaders

studied
● give examples of the impact of faith on life
● explain differences between leaders from different religions

Make connections:
● raise questions about the concept of ‘inspirational people’ suggesting good

answers
● explain the importance of role models from different religions
● express my own response to the inspiring lives studied

Vocabulary
inspire fill someone with the urge or ability to do or feel something

impact a marked effect or influence

qualities distinctive attributes or characteristics possessed by someone or
something

role model a person looked to by others as an example to be imitated

hero a person who is admired for their courage, outstanding
achievements, or noble qualities

legacy something left or handed down
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campaign work in an organized and active way towards a particular goal

character the mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual

characteristic a feature or quality belonging to a person

Investigate

Can you find out who these people are:
Malala Yousafzai?
Rabbi Hugo Gryn?
Bhaghat Puran Singh?

__________________          __________________ ___________________
Who are these inspirational people?
What have they done that inspires others?
__________________          __________________ ___________________

__________________          __________________ ___________________

__________________          __________________ ___________________

People who inspire me
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